
MODERN WORLD HISTORY 1                                 Ms. Campbell 
Course Description and Academic Expectations  CP or AS                      Room 146 
 
CONTACT INFORMATION  
 bcampbell@smuhsd.org or via CANVAS  

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION, SCHEDULE, AND OBJECTIVES 
Modern World History One is a one-semester course and a graduation requirement. This differentiated course will focus 
on the major events and turning points that shaped the modern world from the age of exploration and global 
connections to the rise of the Industrial Revolution.. This course will also prepare students for college as well as 
possible advanced standing and advanced placement courses in the social sciences. 
 
Note: Students will designate either AS (advanced standing) or CP (college prep) after an initial three-week 
introductory period when students will be exposed to both levels of instruction. ALL signed designation forms MUST 
be submitted to Ms. Campbell NO LATER than September 7, 2018. 

 

Unit Topics Pacing 

One The Age of Absolutism 
● The World in 1750: Power Structures 
● Age of Exploration and the Columbian Exchange 
● Absolutism in Europe 

4-5 weeks 

Two The Rise of Democratic Ideas 
● Democracy develops in England 
● The Scientific Revolution 
● The Age of Enlightenment and the Legacies of Greece and 

Rome 

4 weeks 

Three The Age of Revolutions 
● The American Revolution 
● The French Revolution 
● The Age of Napoleon 

4 weeks 

Four The Growth of Nationalism 
● The Congress of Vienna and the Balance of Power 
● Growth of Nationalism, 19th Century Revolutions, and the 

Conservative Response 
● The Unification of Germany and Italy  

2 weeks 

Five The Industrial Revolution  
● The Causes and Effects of Industrialization 
● Reforming the Industrial World 
● Nineteenth-Century Progress 

 

3 weeks 

 
 
 



 

COURSE GOALS  
● Be able to use critical thinking skills by defining central issues, making generalizations, analyzing information, 

distinguishing fact from opinion, and using the TDS strategy to identify key terms and people. 
● Sharpen technological skills using the computer to create and submit assignments, taking quizzes and tests on 

CANVAS, online discussions, tracking assignments and student performance. 
● Use social studies skills such as, interpreting historical maps and graphs, primary source analysis, citing 

documents, identifying bias, evaluating historical arguments, and understanding change over time. 
● Refine  writing skills by taking Cornell notes, summarizing, annotating, essay writing, compare and contrast, 

sequencing, cause and effect, and writing revisions. 
● Foster study skills by learning how to study for major exams, reflect on performance, revise work, and how to 

manage time.  

 

EXPECTATIONS and RULES  
BE PROMPT 

● Arrive to class on time. Students will receive detention after three tardies. 
BE PREPARED 

● Bring all necessary materials to class. 
● Actively participate in class: listen, take notes, ask questions, stay on task, share your thinking in class 

discussions. 
● THERE ARE NO BATHROOM PASSES GIVEN (except in extreme emergencies). You have plenty of time 

during passing periods, brunch and lunch, and before and after school, to use the facilities. 
BE RESPECTFUL 

● Respect yourself. Respect others. Respect the environment. 
● Follow all classroom rules and procedures. NO gum, NO texting, NO food. 
● All Mills High School rules, including attendance and tardy policies, will be enforced. 

BE RESPONSIBLE 
● Meet all assignment deadlines 
● Follow all digital use rules when using computers and other technological devices. 

BE CELL-LESS 
● ALL PHONES MUST BE TURNED OFF AND PUT IN THE CELL PHONE HOLDER UPON 

ENTERING THE CLASSROOM.  NO EXCEPTIONS! 

 

ATTENDANCE 
Excellent attendance is vital for success in school. Many assignments and activities we complete in class together are 
impossible to make up regardless if your absence is excused. Excessive tardies and absences will adversely affect your 
grade. 

 

GRADING AND HOMEWORK POLICY (Homework policy is reflective of the SMUHSD Homework 
Policy which includes homework free Thanksgivings, winter and spring breaks). 
Assignments are evaluated for completeness, correctness, evidence of thinking, and attention to detail. All writing is 
expected to be clear and grammatically correct. Until an assignment is collected, keep it neatly in a binder. Wrinkled or 
messy work will not be accepted. The range of grades and weights are as follows: 
 
Summative Assessments (exams, quizzes, process essays) 45 % 
Projects and Presentation                                     20 % 
Class Assignments                          20 % 
Homework / Reading Assignments                                        15 % 



 
*** Anticipated homework time is approximately 2 hours per week for CP and 2-3 hours per week for AS. 
These are just estimates. Actual time can vary between students, types of assignments, and how class time is 
used. 
 
90% 100%    A 

● Outstanding/superior quality of work; works higher than grade level  
● Consistent use of higher order critical thinking skills 
● Writing is properly formatted and is grammatically free of errors  

80%-89%    B 
● Above average work submitted neat and on time; mostly works higher than grade level 
● Consistent use of critical thought 
● Writing is properly formatted and nearly free of grammatical errors  

70%-79% C 
● Average student work submitted on time; works at grade level 
● Some use of analysis and critical thinking skills 
● Writing is generally formatted correctly; grammatical errors are not distracting  

50%-69% D 
● Student work is below average, messy and/or late, and does not meet grade level standards 
● Minimal use of critical thought 
● Writing is unclear, not properly formatted; many grammatical errors 

0-49%             F 
● Working extremely below grade level 
● Failure to submit work 

 
 

PLAGIARISM AND CHEATING 
● All work must be original.  
● Cheating is taken very seriously and could have serious consequences for you, not to mention the respect you 

will lose from teachers and peers. It’s not worth it! 
● Any work that has been plagiarized, in part or whole, will not receive any credit AND a cheating referral 

will be submitted to the administration, which will go into your student file.  
● Yes, cheating is letting someone “look” at your work before the due date.  

 

 
 

LATE WORK/REVISIONS 
● All late work will incur a penalty. 
● ALL late work must be submitted before the end of each unit of study or there will be a 50% 

deduction. Missing work after each marking period will  not be accepted and remain a zero. 
● Some assignments may have a strict due date (hard deadline) with no late work accepted. Pay 

attention to instructions to avoid receiving a permanent zero on your grade report. 
● All assignments must be completed. Zeros will substantially affect your grade.  
● Assessments that receive below a C- may be revised and points redeemed for a maximum of 75%. 

However, ALL assessment prep (including study guides and chapter notes) must be completed prior 
to any revision opportunity. 

● Late work will be processed and grades updated approximately every other week. If you submitted 
late work is not reflected in your grade after two weeks, submit a Nellie (pink sheet). 



It is YOUR responsibility to keep track of your assignments, your missing work, and your grades, NOT 
YOUR TEACHER’S. When you return from an absence you MUST check in with me to see what was 
missed. Waiting to see a ZERO on CANVAS is not an excuse and late penalties will apply. Daily agendas 
(class assignments and homework) are posted in the classroom and on CANVAS. 

 

MATERIALS NEEDED  
Bring to class daily (unless notified):  

● A three-ring binder with FIVE dividers to hold your work from the five units in this course. 
● 2 pens (different colors), 2 pencils, 2 highlighters, erasers, and clear edged binder paper. 

Additional materials required for home use: 
● Reams of plain white printer paper (DO NOT use Career Center to print out your work!) 
● Extra ink cartridges or toner (I will NOT accept late work due to no ink in your printer!) 
● Stapler and staples (all work needs to be stapled BEFORE you come to class) 

 

NOTES AND WRITING  
Students are expected to take Cornell notes in class and at home– this applies to textbook readings, lectures, 
and films. It is a skill that will be required of you in any college class. You will be expected to review your 
notes every night as well as noting any questions that come up from your homework assignments and reading.  
 

Tutoring and Conferencing 
○ If you need additional assistance, please make an appointment to meet with me during Flex 

Period. 
○ You might be summoned to Room 146 for Flex Period and your attendance will be mandatory. 
○ I DO NOT RESPOND TO EMAILS ABOUT MISSING WORK FROM STUDENTS OR 

PARENTS. For questions about missing work or grades, students  MUST fill out a NELLIE 
sheet and put it in the late box on my desk. Copies of Nellies (pink sheets) are on the table in 
the back of the room. I will contact you if I have a question about your request. 

○ Parents may email anytime about student progress and/or requests for additional assistance for 
their student(s). Students, not parents, must contact me about missing work (see above)  

The best way to clear up confusion and misunderstandings is to address them when they occur, rather than at 
the end of the course, so ask questions! Develop good habits for punctuality, attendance, and meeting 
deadlines. I am here to help you! 
 
Good luck on a productive semester! 
 
Ms. Campbell  
 

 
 
Please have your parent sign the permission slip below and return to Ms.Campbell on August 
20, 2018. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 



 
STUDENT NAME ________________________PARENT NAME__________________________________ 
 
PARENT EMAIL ________________________________ PARENT PHONE __________________ 
 
By signing below I acknowledge that 

➢ I have read the Modern World History 1 Syllabus and understand the expectations and requirements for 
my student to be successful in your class. 

➢ I understand what the required materials are for the course and I understand that if I cannot financially 
accommodate those requests, I may contact Ms. Campbell 

➢ I understand that my student has access to additional support by attending Flex Periods. I am also aware 
that I can contact Ms. Campbell about my student’s performance and if necessary arrange to meet with 
her to discuss how I can support. 

➢ I understand missing work can adversely and permanently affect my student’s grade and that all missing 
work needs to be completed and submitted according to the rules in the syllabus.  

➢ I understand Ms. Campbell does not respond to emails concerning missing work and that students 
MUST fill out a Nellie form and submit to Ms. Campbell, and if necessary, meet her in person. 

 
Parent Signature _______________________________________________ Date ______________ 
 
Student Signature ______________________________________________ Date ______________ 
 
 


